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President’s Note
Eugene V. Thaw
Art dealer, art collector, art patron and benefactor.
Each winner received a donation in his/her name to a tribal
art- related entity of his/her choosing.

Input from the entire membership was used to determine the
winners. Lets all celebrate the honorees - their biographies
are in this is issue for your enjoyment.
With this issue of ATADA News, we celebrate the
second round of ATADA’s Lifetime Achievement Awards. Last
given in 2007, These awards honor individuals who have
devoted a significant part of their lives to the field of tribal
arts.

The four winners are:
Francis H. Harlow
Theoretical physicist, Pueblo pottery collector, scholar, author
Lauris and Jim Phillips
Southwest art collectors, legendary Southwest
jewelry dealers

Editor’s
Desk
I hope ATADA News readers will enjoy meeting/knowing
more about our Lifetime Achievement Award winners as
much as I enjoyed working with them to put this issue
together.

The pictures in this issue will be displayed at a special
ATADA booth at Kim Martindale’s San Rafael show, Art of the
Americas, February 24-26. We will also have advertisements
announcing the award winners in the program for the CaskeyLees Tribal and Textile Show, the Maine Antique Digest, and
American Indian Art magazine.
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•••
Let’s not forget our campaign to increase readership of The
ATADA News. Long a perk of membership in ATADA, we
have opened up subscriptions at $20/year to interested
non-members. Subscriptions are a good way to keep
fellow collectors and family members current on news of
importance to tribal art lovers everywhere.
Please take a few minutes and use the form included
in this issue, or send the name and address for new
subscriptions and mail a check to ATADA, 215 Sierra SE,
Albuquerque, NM 87108.

We have created a new website page www.ATADA.org/
achievementawards.html, devoted to the awards past and
present.
I hope to see you at the February Bay Area shows.
Alice

The 2012 ATADA Lifetime Achievement Awards

The 2012 ATADA
Lifetime Achievement Awards
The honorees:
Francis H. Harlow
Theoretical physicist, Pueblo pottery collector, scholar, author
Lauris and Jim Phillips
Southwest art collectors, legendary Southwest jewelry dealers

Francis H. Harlow, with Maria Martinez. These
three jars were made by her about 1910.

Eugene V. Thaw
Art dealer, art collector, art patron and benefactor

These awards honor individuals who have devoted a significant part of their
lives to the field of tribal arts. This is the second time these awards have
been given; the first was in 2007.

ATADA will make a donation in each of their names to a Native American
and/or Tribal art-related entity of their choosing. in lieu of an awards
dinner, ATADA will devote a special portion of the Winter 2012 issue of the
ATADA News to the winners. ATADA’s booth at Kim Martindale’s February
2012 Art of the Americas show in San Rafael will be decorated with pictures
of and information about our award winners. ATADA will also announce the
awards in advertisements in the Maine Antique Digest, the program for the
Caskey-Lees Textile and Tribal Arts show, and American Indian Art magazine.

Jim and Lauris Phillips, 2009

The winners were chosen from a list of nominees generated by the
membership and the board; honorees were chosen from that list by the
board.

Eugene Thaw

www.ATADA.org
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2012 ATADA Lifetime Achievement Award Winner

Francis H. Harlow

From the book jacket of The Pottery of Zia Pueblo by Francis H. Harlow and
Dwight P. Lanmon:

Francis H. Harlow is a physicist in the Theoretical Division of the Los Alamos
National Laboratory. In addition to his achievements in science, he has an
international reputation as a specialist in Pueblo ceramics. He has studied the
stylistic evolution of historical Pueblo Indian pottery extensively and has written
several books about it. He is also an artist whose paintings have been included in
collections in many countries.

Francis and Patricia Harlow, 40th wedding
aniversary June 21, 1992

Dwight P. Lanmon served as the CEO and Director of the Henry Francis du Pont
Winterthur Museum in Delaware and Director and Curator of European Glass
at the Corning Museum of Glass in New York before retiring to Santa Fe. He and
his wife, Lorraine, an art historian, have been collectors and students of Pueblo
pottery for more than twenty-five years.
Comments by Dwight P. Lanmon
I first met Frank (as he is known by all) in 1990, while my wife and I were
attending a pottery seminar and expedition arranged by Marti Struever. I had
known his name because of his invaluable publications on Pueblo pottery,
particularly his seminal book, Matte-Paint Pottery of the Tewa, Keres and Zuni
Pueblos (1973), and the comprehensive publication, Historic Pottery of the
Pueblo Indians, 1600-1880 which he co-authored with Larry Frank (1974). I
vividly recall seeing him for the first time: he arrived on a Harley Davidson,
replete in black leather pants, jacket, hat and gloves. It wasn’t at all what I
expected.

He was to lecture on Pueblo glazewares; Jonathan Batkin, who was leading the
group had been called away, and in his absence, Frank assumed two personae
in the lecture: after discussing an object or pottery type, he would comment in
a different voice, “Now, Frank....” (as if Jonathan were challenging him on subtle
differences in interpretation of what he was reporting). It was a memorable
afternoon, not only for the information he shared so succinctly and richly, but
for the insights into his knowledge, personality and humor.

Francis Harlow, 1965

When I retired to Santa Fe twelve years ago, I was given the remarkable
opportunity of working closely with Frank on manuscripts for five books (three
published, one now in press, and one unpublished) and several articles on
Pueblo pottery. I have learned continuously from him, but it has been the joy
of working closely with someone who has a commitment to sharing his depth
and breadth of knowledge, in addition to a remarkable generosity of spirit and
personal warmth, that has made it such an enriching and enjoyable experience
for me.

He is a true “renaissance” man, among whose many other passions are his family,
painting, music, fossils, and, of course, science, having worked as a theoretical physicist
for fifty years at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (the first person to reach that
amazing milestone at the “Lab”), where he was a mentor to more than 150 students
and advised 15 doctoral candidates. In recognition of his many contributions, he was
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awarded the prestigious Los Alamos Medal in 2004; the motto
on the medal aptly describes Frank and his large number
of achievements: “The Discipline of Science Illuminated by
Wisdom.”

The 2012 ATADA Lifetime Achievement Awards

I am not, of course, the only person who has benefited from
Frank’s knowledge and generosity. Everyone interested
in Pueblo pottery has been educated on the subtleties and
intricacies of identifying pottery types through his numerous,
detailed publications, and he has also enabled the study of
important examples of historic and ancient Pueblo pottery
through his and Pat’s (his wife) generous donation of their
collection of several hundred examples to Santa Fe’s Museum of
Indian Arts and Culture—a donation that Jonathan Batkin has
called one of the most important in the history of the Museum
of New Mexico. Frank has also generously identified and documented hundreds of
examples of pottery for collectors and museums without charge.

Historic pottery from Zia Pueblo painting
by Francis Harlow

Frank’s has been a lifetime of significant achievement in many fields, and I know that
even more triumphs will follow in the years to come. He is a person who richly deserves
the commendation of this Award for his important contributions to the study of Pueblo
pottery.
Comments by Francis H. Harlow:
I wish to express my gratitude to the Antique Tribal Art Dealers Association for this
recognition and honor, none of which would have been possible without the generous
contributions to my activities given by numerous people and organizations here in the
Southwest.
Most of all, I want to express my gratitude to the many centuries
of Pueblo Indians who have made the most beautiful and
spiritually meaningful pottery that can be produced from the
raw materials that nature has provided in this region. During the
years of my studies, many of them have opened their homes to
me with never-failing cordiality, and provided important pieces
of information regarding their techniques and interpretations of
decorations.

During the early days of my pottery studies, the Laboratory of
Anthropology in Santa Fe and its expert staff provided much
helpful information and friendly access to their important
collections of whole and fragmentary pottery. Later the School
of American Research gave me frequent access to their superb
collection of historic-period vessels. More recently several Institutions in other
parts of our country have furnished important additional information and
photographs from their Pueblo pottery collections.

Over the years I have interacted often with many Indian pottery dealers, especially
in Santa Fe, who have become close friends and shared many valuable points of
information with me, as well as helping us to build our collection.

“The absolutely most beautiful motorcycle in the
world.”
Memoirs, Francis H. Harlow
Harley-Davidson Motorcycle Company, Mildly
customized motorcycle with a 45-cubic-inch
flathead engine, 1940, Collection of the New
Mexico Museum of Art. Gift of Francis H. and
Patricia N. Harlow, 2001 (2001.10.1)

Likewise, many collectors of Pueblo Indian pottery have brought important and valuable

www.ATADA.org
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vessels to our home for me to examine, photograph, and write descriptive notes about
them for my records.
I am also very grateful to the remarkably excellent co-authors who have
worked with me in writing books and magazine articles about our pottery
studies, and to the various Institutions that have published the works with
great skill and artistry.

My wife and I are very appreciative of the care that has been exercised by the
Museum of Indian Arts and Culture in Santa Fe in accepting our collection of
Pueblo Indian pottery with the commitment to preserve the vessels forever.

And especially I wish to express my extreme gratitude to Patricia, for sixty
years of wonderful companionship, care, and love. Without her continuing
encouragement and excellent ideas, these studies would never have occurred.
-- Francis H. Harlow

From Wikipedia:
“Francis Harvey Harlow is an American theoretical physicist known for his
work in the field of fluid dynamics. He was a researcher at Los Alamos National
Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico. Harlow is credited with establishing the
science of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) as an important discipline.
Francis Harlow In his pottery room, August, 2000.

“He is known for his fundamental contributions to the development of several
CFD algorithms for computer simulation of fluid flows, including Particle-InCell (PIC), Fluid-In-Cell (FLIC), and Marker-And-Cell (MAC) methods. Harlow is
a Fellow of the American Physical Society…”
From the Memoirs of Francis H. Harlow, Spring, 2009:
Page 19-1
“Indian pottery has been a passion for me since about 1960. At that time, my work with
fossils was essentially coming to an end. It wasn’t that no more problems…remained to
be solved…
“In many cases, the topic of Indian pottery also had (and to some extent still has) many
unsolved problems regarding the history of styles and the relationship of that history to
the things going on when the pottery was made….

“…The time period of my interest was, at first: ‘the more ancient the better.’ With more
familiarity and some guidance from Roy Tighlman, a Santa Fe dealer in fine Indian
pottery, it became clear that the most interesting and challenging period is the ‘early
historic’ years from 1550 to c. 1850… A fascinating aspect of the study of Indian pottery
is the peripheral adventures that have arisen over the next 45 years since we bought
our first prehistoric pot. There have been collectors, dealers, and especially the Indians
themselves, with whom I have had some of the most astonishing interactions of my life.”

Page 22-10
“Bob Gallegos from Albuquerque has been a dealer in historic Pueblo Indian pottery and
other Native American artifacts for many years, and we have visited each other’s homes
since as early as the late 1970s. Most of these visits have occurred when Bob brought
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examples to our home, being interested in identification of type and Pueblo of origin for
many of the treasures that he has been able to acquire. By now, he has become especially
knowledgeable about the pottery from about 1700 to 1900, but nevertheless continues
to show me vessels for confirmation of his thoughts. In the late 1980s, he decided to
sell many of the pots he had retained through his years of collecting and selling. The
buyer was Morningstar Gallery, located on lower Canyon Road in Santa Fe. He and the
Gallery decoded that the way to market these vessels was to have a book published with
descriptive text for each one, and they commissioned me for this project.
“To heighten the excitement for the sales, the Gallery arranged
for an opening show, by invitation only, to serious collectors
from all around the country. Part of the publicity was to
announce the establishment of a new much higher level of
pricing, with the idea of convincing the world that the value
of historic Pueblo pottery was going up rapidly, and would
be great investment for purchasers. (Their prediction in this
regard has come true to much more of an extent than they ever
imagined.)…
“…The jar that sold for the largest price was an Ashiwi
Polychrome vessel from Zuni Pueblo, dating from the early
1700s. The price was …$49,000, as I recall. The interesting
thing about that particular pot is that I once owned it , and had
ended up trading for a vessel of even greater relevance to our
collection.”

Historic Pueblo indian pottery painting
by Francis Harlow

Page 18-5
“Many years ago, before that era of Pueblo pottery became well known (because of my
books, Forrest Fenn claims), I became fascinated with the evolution of and inter-Pueblo
influence in style for pottery made in the period 1550-1850…
“…Before that, examples could be purchased in Santa Fe ‘curio’ stores for
prices that we could just barely afford, and we were sending $5 to $10 per
month to Mrs. Julian Gans, Rex Arrowsmith, Bob Ward, Jim Riley, and other
dealers to purchase pots that were then for sale for $35 to $75, but later
became as much as a thousand times more expansive.

“One large storage jar made at Zia pueblo, circa 1780, especially attracted
my attention. But it was so beautiful and in such perfect condition that the
asking price was $225. …I…debated with myself for many weeks before finally
deciding to go ahead. A few days later, I saw Rex Arrowsmith who said that
my purchase of that jar at such a high price was the talk of the town among
dealers of American Indian art. No one, it seemed, had ever bought a historic
Indian pot for anything approaching that sum…
“…Some years later…Dennis [Lyon]…became very excited about my…jar, and
offered me $35,000 for it. I said that the only way I’d consider parting with it
would be in trade for other early historic pots that were of particular interest
to me, but of lesser appeal to his tastes, and for an old Harley-Davidson
motorcycle. His immediate reply was ‘You find such a motorcycle for sale and
I’ll buy it and in include it in the trade.’ ”

Francis Harlow, spring 1975. This photo used for
the portrait drawing in “Science Digest”, Jul. 1975

www.ATADA.org
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Page 22-9
“Larry Frank, who lived a few miles north of Taos, in an old Spanish Morada,
is another pottery dealer with whom I’ve had many interactions. Larry was
lucky enough to have purchased the entire C. G. Wallace collection of Indian
pots, dating mainly from the 1800s and early 1900s. Through careful and
clever merchandising techniques, he was later able to turn this material
into a fortune. When I first saw the collection it was all stored in a specially
constructed building near their home. There may have ben as many as several
hundred extremely fine and important vessels. He and I did some trading; in
retrospect, I can think of some exchanges in which he got the better deal, and
some in which I came out ahead.”
Francis H. Harlow has selected ATADA as the recipient of his Lifetime
Achievement award donation.

Patricia and Francis Harlow
in their living room, 2008
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2012 ATADA Lifetime Achievement Award Winners

Lauris and Jim Phillips
From the ATADA News, Summer 2009

Jim and Lauris Phillips’ trajectory in the American Indian
art world is a very familiar one: from collectors, to
collector/dealers, to dealer/collectors, to collectors who
“buy something once in awhile and do a little trading”
(Lauris). For at least two decades, their booth, brimming
over with silver and turquoise jewelry, was the first thing
collectors saw when they walked into a show.
Comments by Deborah Begner
Lauris and Jim Phillips have contributed a substantial
amount to the world of antique American Indian art,
as collectors, as dealers, and as teachers and mentors.
Their enthusiasm for Southwest Indian material is longstanding – Lauris collected their first piece, a bracelet, from the Newcomb Trading Post
in the late 1960s. Soon afterward, she bought a Pima olla for $75, “and Jimmy flipped,
because it was a waste of good money.” However, he soon became interested in baskets,
much to Lauris’ delight, because while he bought baskets, she could then buy the jewelry
she wanted, “as long as it was within reason.” Even now, they are still adding occasional
treasures to their trove. They are charter members of ATADA, joining the fledgling group
on the first day it was organized in 1988. Their Fairmont Trading Company booth at
the Whitehawk and Marin shows, while not fancy, was always crowded, with serious
collectors and dealers dropping serious money, and novice collectors listening to Lauris
patiently explaining the virtues of some charming trinket. Jim was active for years at the
Southwest Museum in Los Angeles, and much of their collection is earmarked for the
projected jewelry wing at the Wheelwright Museum.

Jim and Lauris Phillips in their Indian room.

Jim and Lauris set an example for us all. Married for 64 years now, with 6 children and
8 grandchildren, their enthusiasm has not wavered, and they are always willing to share
their knowledge if asked – however, they won’t push
it on anyone. While Jim was successful in the family
business, Lauris was a clothing designer early on and had
an intense love of horses, riding at their ranch in Queen
Creek, AZ, for many years.
It’s easy to say that knowing Lauris and Jim and learning
from them has been has been an honor, but most of all,
it has been fun. They are vibrant and funny and always
interested in what is going on in our world—including
the juicy bits. [Editor’s note: especially the juicy bits.]
Thank you, Lauris and Jim, for your knowledge, your
enthusiasm, and your friendship. Even though you
haven’t been at the shows recently, your names come
up regularly and the admiration we all hold for you is
enormous. You deserve this honor.

Various Southwest pots and baskets.

www.ATADA.org
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Comments by Lauris and Jim Phillips
THANK YOU ATADA.

Forty years ago when my wife, Lauris, (whose mother started collecting in the early
thirties on annual train trips to the to the east) started bringing home Indian trinkets
and treasures, celebrities were also creating a new fad cycle. And when the Wall Street
Journal ran a front page article on the rapidly increasing value of Indian Art, I started to
take more interest, but never in our wildest dreams did we ever imagine that we would
become serious collectors, or even dealers, or that the study and research required
would fill a large portion of our lives. I am sure that all of us have attended this trying,
testing and almost never ending “Grad School” to qualify as ATADA members.
THANKS FOR THE MEMORIES.

We could talk for hours about the ups and downs, the stories, the characters
and those that are no longer with us, but at this time for us the most important
thing is to thank you all for this great honor. To be honored by a group of one’s
peers with whom we have been affiliated for many years cannot be topped!!!
--Lauris and Jim Phillips

From the ATADA News Member Close-Up on Lauris and Jim Phillips,
originally published in the Summer issue, 2009.
“I met Jim in 1943,” Lauris Phillips tells the ATADA News when asked how she
and her husband met. “My brother worked for Jim’s father, and I kept hearing
about him, that he was a racy, cool guy. I was 15 and he was 17, so of course I
was interested. When we finally met, I was with my mother, who introduced
us.”

Navajo Squash Blossom Necklaces
From Bottom up:
1. Attributed to Slender Maker of Silver.
2. From C.G. Wallace collection, by Hosteen
Goodluck
3. Ex-Begner Collection

Four years later, in 1947, the very young couple was married, “for the first
time,” says Lauris. “We eloped”.

“It happened on Thanksgiving weekend in 1947,” Jim Phillips says. “We went
to dinner, then to the theater (Los Angeles had real theatre then), drove to
Yuma, Arizona, and got married. I wanted to finish college, so we just didn’t tell
anyone,
“Besides, My mother would have killed me,” Lauris interjects.

“Then,” says Jim, “we had a regular wedding in 1949 one week after I graduated from
Pomona College.”

“It was Lauris’s mother who was the Indian art collector,” Jim explained. “Lauris’s father
was an investment banker, and every year starting in the early 30s, they would travel on
the Super Chief from Los Angeles to a convention in New York. When the train stopped in
Albuquerque, Indian craftsmen would board the train to sell their wares, which Lauris’s
mother eagerly bought as gifts and items for her own growing collection.”
But the Indian art influence went back one more generation, to Lauris’s grandfather, who
was a major fundraiser and treasurer at the Southwest Museum (Jim Phillips was also on
the museum’s board of directors). Jim says, “Lauris’ grandfather’s home was built on an
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Indian site in Pasadena. Lauris grew up surrounded with Indian artifacts, and was an art
major at Scripps, specializing in weaving. Then we had six children.”
“Lots of children,” Lauris agrees.

“During the 1960s,” Jim continues, “we were interested
in archeology, and used to take the kids to museums
and archeological sites in Mexico, where we’d buy
fake Colima dogs. Then Lauris’s mother died. Lauris
inherited her jewelry, and the kachinas went to the
Southwest Museum.”

Lauris adds, “That was in 1966. Mother’s collection
included a few good pieces of jewelry that she had
bought on the train. The silver and turquoise pieces
she left me made me want to discover more about
how turquoise and silver jewelry was made. Then, at
an Indian art show in Las Vegas, I spotted a Chumash
whale fetish on the Cleland brothers’ table. When I
was told it cost $400, I had to find out why it was so
expensive. Little by little, we started going to shows
and buying at auctions produced by Ron Milam, and
Doug Allard in Pasadena. At an auction, I saw a large Papago (I thought it was Apache)
olla about 24” tall covered with animal and human figures. I was amazed that the
winning bid was $75 and even more amazed that the bid was mine. Jim couldn’t believe I
had actually spent $75 on a basket!!!”

Living Room with Navajo rugs: Pictorial,
Dazzler and large Transitional floor rug.

In the 1970s Jim read an article in The Wall Street Journal (“during the Carter recession,
with taxes over 70 percent, giving me little incentive to grow my business”) saying stocks
and bonds were losing value as investments, while the value of Indian items, particularly
jewelry, was going up. “So we thought we’d invest, just a little bit, and have fun learning
more. That’s when we started going to Parke-Bernet auctions in the early 1970s, across
from the Carlyle Hotel in New York City.
“Our education continued as we attended specialized auctions including the McCormick
and the Wallace auctions,” Lauris says, “As your
knowledge grows, your taste changes, and you realize
you need to sell your bloopers. So I thought we’d do a
show, just one teeny little show. That’s when I found
out you don’t sell out at one show. “
Jim and Lauris first started selling at a show Bob
Ashton organized in Phoenix 1976. In a matter of a
few years, they found themselves selling at 18 shows
in a year. “After the first year of 18 shows we realized
it was too much, so we decided to concentrate on only
the bigger shows,” Lauris says.

Even after getting into shows, Jim never quit his day
job, which was president and owner of an aerospace
machine shop, which their son now owns. He also had
a toy company. Lauris owned a garment company,
where she was both designer and manufacturer. There
was also Lauris’ horse breeding business and the raising of their six kids.

Portion of Jim Phillips’ basket collection.

www.ATADA.org
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One of the big shows they sold at was the Great Western American Indian Show and PowWow, held at an East L.A. livestock auction facility, “it was a gigantic show at least four
times larger than any current show,” says Jim. “This was during the 70s Indian
craze. People lined up by the thousands waiting to get into the show, and once
they got in, every booth would be swamped with people standing four deep.”
“That was when Cher was wearing Indian jewelry,” says Lauris, “When she
decided to become Cherokee even though she wasn’t.”

“Don Bennett had a booth across from us. Don and I and others would talk
about doing a show in Santa Fe,” Jim remembers. “Indian Market was there in
August, but we wanted a marketplace for antique (pre-1940) Indian art.”

Jim Phillips

At that time, there were two major shows in the Los Angeles area, the Great
Western Show, which later moved from East L.A. to the Pasadena Convention
Center, and the Santa Monica show. “So,” said Jim, “Don put together the show
that became Whitehawk. At first he wanted a small show with very affordable
tables. The first few shows were at the Hilton Hotel, which we soon outgrew.
Mike Haskell, from Santa Barbara, was the first to sign up and we were the
second. We did the show every year for 20 years – we were lucky, because we
started with a great booth right at the entrance.” Lucky? Perhaps being the
second to sign up and having dazzlingly beautiful jewelry displays were factors
when booth space was assigned.
The annual Santa Fe show celebrates its 31st anniversary this year. It is now held at the
newly renovated Sweeney Center, and is now produced by Marcia Berridge.

Jim and Lauris continued to buy at auction. The most important, they say, were
the biannual auctions at Sotheby’s in New York, Butterfields (now Bonhams) in
San Francisco, and Skinner in Massachusetts. They continue to buy there still.
“We particularly like to buy at auction because you can often know a piece’s
provenance,” Jim says.
“We like to know when and where a piece was collected, if possible,” Lauris
explains. “We’ve bought things from both the Hearst and Rockefeller
collections, as well as other important collections.”

Lauris Phillips

Speaking of provenance, Jim recalls that during the 1970s, in Pagosa Springs,
Colorado, New Mexico, and Arizona, there were a few groups of people, nonIndians, who were making beautiful replicas of old Navajo jewelry. He says
that the Pagosa people’s motto was “to make it in the Indian way. The pieces
they sold to stores as replicas were later tagged as Old Pawn. Which is a
problem.”

These replicas were not a problem for everyone. “Larry Frank had a number of
these pieces,” Jim recalls with a smile, “and when the guy who made them had
regrets, and told Larry they were new and non-Indian made, he offered to buy
them back, Larry denied they were copies and wouldn’t sell them.”

In those days, Lauris and Jim used to sell some contemporary Indian Art as well as
antique. “By exhibiting at shows, we could get in to see the items before the public, and
buy with the benefit of dealer discounts. We never took funds out of our business for
personal use; we just added more and better items. At one point, we were selling baskets
until I realized that when I sold a Pomo basket for $800, it cost $1200 to replace. So we
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decided to keep the baskets and concentrate on selling jewelry.”
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Among the first pieces of jewelry Lauris and Jim bought were from local Pasadena
collections, “some of it really pretty nice,” Lauris recalls. “And then we bought the
complete Indian-made part of a large button collection. There were Santo Domingo
pottery buttons, early silver Navajo buttons – we sold them all and regretted it later -that happens.”

When asked about people who influenced him in the Indian art business, Jim
immediately mentions Bill Cain, from Orange County, and Fred Kasebear from
southwestern Oregon. “Bill taught in depth basketry classes at museums, Bauer’s and
the Southwest Museum, to name two. Fred specialized in baskets, and he turned me on
to baskets. He could make and repair them. He’d been a collector since he was a young
man and had worked directly with the weavers. He told me how and why the baskets
were made, and that’s what got me seriously interested.”
“Ron Munn was very generous with information.” Lauris adds. “Jim Jeter taught me so
much from the silversmith’s point of view. It gave me an enlightened perspective about
the process of working silver.”
“And Hubert Guy, who started the Indian Trader and
American Indian Art magazine with Bob Ashton,”
adds Jim. “Ron Munn named his son, Ronnie Guy, after
Hubert.”

“ ‘Someone should be doing a class magazine,’ Hubert
used to say, and that’s how American Indian Art
magazine first appeared,” Lauris remembers. “The
second issue had a major article on Nampeyo. We’d
had two 12-inch Hopi bowls that we sold to Bob
Ashton at a show. These pots aren’t worth anything,
Bob told me, so I reduced the price and sold them for
what I’d paid. We were totally astounded when we
opened the second issue of American Indian Art, where
we saw one of the pots photographed and identified as
by Nampeyo, which Bob knew and we didn’t.”

Hopi Pots

“At the Santa Monica show in 1988,” Jim then says, “Gary Spratt had a meeting for
dealers, and proposed forming an organization which would represent dealers and
promise vetting, money back guarantees, and authentication. About 20-30 people were
there, and all the serious people agreed. That became ATADA. Once ATADA was formed
we concentrated primarily on pre-1940s material.”

Other people Jim and Lauris mentioned as important to their education in American
Indian art include Don Bennett, Rick Dillingham (“We bought a lot of our pots and
paintings from Rick,” said Lauris) and Leon Taylor (Jim: “Leon was a very early collector
and dealer. We’d heard rumors about him – a crazy baker from Fresno who rented
garages and filled them with Indian baskets.”).
Lauris and Jim’s personal hall of fame also includes Bob Ashton. “Such a force,” says
Lauris. “With his wife, Sharon Good, he put on the classiest shows in Beverly Hills,
Phoenix, and Denver in the 70s.” The couple also mention Jay Evetts (“a very early
collector and dealer”: Lauris), and Dick Howard (Jim: “After Rick died, we bought pots
and pueblo paintings from Dick, We held him in high regard.”).

www.ATADA.org
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All this education – and a great eye resulted in what Lauris calls “a special opportunity.”
She was asked to judge Indian Market in Santa Fe twice, once in the 80s and once in the
90s. Jim and I also judged the Heard Indian Market three times.” Lauris also gave lectures
and taught classes, “many of which included the expertise of Jim Jeter. My jewelry has
also been exhibited in many places, including the American Museum of Natural History
of New York when 38 pieces of our jewelry were exhibited in the ‘Totems to Turquoise’
show that traveled for three years.”
Jim Phillips says the Indian art business is more structured now than it used to be, “due
to shows and to kids who were hippies who became gallery owners. And when Sotheby’s
took over Parke-Bernet in the mid-70s, it gave far more credibility to Indian art as a
viable art form. ATADA was also extremely important,” he continued, “in legitimizing
ATADA dealers as serious people. Some old-time traders told
tall tales that people believed. ATADA forced us all to be careful.
ATADA really brought about major changes in the business, and
I have to hand it to Gary Spratt, for putting it all together and
getting it off the ground.”
In the old days, Lauris remembers, “there were over 100 Indian
shops in the L.A. area. Now there are hardly any left.”

“Maybe five, plus museum shops,” says Jim. “Plus a lot of guys are
selling out of their houses and at shows.”
Navajo Blouse Ornaments date from 1920’s
through 1940’s

Lauris adds, “Old timers can tell you that interest in Indian things
comes in cycles, and seems to happen every other generation. If
parents collected, the kids didn’t care, but now their children do.
It happens every 20 years or so.”

Lauris and Jim, both in their 80s now, aren’t doing business they way they used to.
“We’re not selling,” says Lauris, “but every once in a while, I’ll see a piece I like. I’ve
seen some great stuff on eBay.” She really liked a Navajo bridle from the Lynn Trusdell
collection that was offered by Bonhams & Butterfields in their June 1 auction. “I would
have paid $4000, but it went for $7000. I was astounded by the prices. That was the only
thing I desired, and it went for more than I was willing to pay.”
“We still do a little trading,” says Jim. “Now we focus mostly on our grandchildren. We
have eight…”

Lauris and Jim Phillips have selected the Wheelwright Museum, Santa Fe, NM, as the
recipient of their Lifetime Achievement award donation.
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2012 ATADA Lifetime Achievement Award Winner

Eugene V. Thaw
From www.artsmia.org

“The Eugene and Clare Thaw Collection of American
Indian Art at the Fenimore Art Museum in Cooperstown,
New York, is widely recognized as one of the world’s
most significant collections of its kind. The Thaws began
to collect Native American works of art in 1987 after
they established residence in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Thaw, a distinguished art dealer, and his wife, lifelong
art connoisseurs, have amassed major collections in
widely diverse fields, and enriched many museums and
cultural institutions through their gifts and support.”
Comments by Mac Grimmer
In 1987, I received a call at my gallery from a friend
at a local Santa Fe bookstore. He told me that he was
sending over a gentleman who had expressed interest in Native American Art. What I
didn’t know then, what I know now, is that that simple call would have a profound impact
on the world of American Indian Art.
The man I greeted in my office, not long after the call concluded, was Eugene V. Thaw –
the renowned and highly respected art dealer. I was aware that Gene had made a name
for himself in the New York and European scene as a man who had taste and knowledge
in painting. It was curious, then, to find him wandering around the quiet streets of Santa
Fe looking for “primitive” art.
Early on, Gene displayed the makings of a great Native
Art collector. Because of his background in paintings,
he brought into American Indian Art a highly trained
scholarly eye and a voracious appetite for acquiring
exceptional material. He read and studied everything
he could get his hands on; he sought the advice and
assistance of the best people he could find in the field.
Soon, his phone was ringing off the hook with friends
and dealers who were pointing him to collections and
items for consideration. The dealer world was quick
to realize that a new “player” had appeared in the
market. Indian Art enthusiasts, curators and scholars,
meanwhile, watched with a keen eye as a new major
collection was being amassed. All parties were soon to
understand that Gene’s contribution to the field would
amount to more than just a mere sale or donation.

Gene’s collecting quickly grabbed the attention of
other art collectors. Gene was a man recognized
internationally as an expert in the rarified art world
of French Impressionist paintings and Old Master drawings. His “unusual”
involvement in the American Indian Art field inevitably sparked new curiosity.
Major collectors from all disciplines began to wonder: “What is going on? If he has

Pouch, ca.1840-1850
Micmac, (Mi’kmaq) Nova Scotia
Thaw Collection, Fenimore Art Museum,
Cooperstown, N.Y. T0778
Photograph by Richard Walker
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an interest in this art form, perhaps we should take a look!” And why wouldn’t they? He
had distinguished himself in the art world countless times. Who better to follow?

Eugene Thaw’s contribution to American Indian Art is significant.
When the Thaws’ Tesuque home began to reach overload, Gene
and Clare sought a larger home for their collection. This search
would lead them to create a wing at the Fenimore Art Museum
in Cooperstown, NY. Their contribution extends beyond the
museum, however. It can be seen in the many publications and
traveling shows they have put together over the years, as well as
the financial support they have given to countless institutions and
individuals to further the study of American Indian Art.
Gene accomplished what we all aspire to achieve at ATADA: a
reverence for the art form and its artists. Gene’s presence in
our art field dramatically advanced interest in American Indian
Art. I believe that during my 32-year involvement, his presence
generated more awareness and appreciation than any other
individual or event.

Frontlet, ca. 1840-1870
(Tsimshian, Northern British Columbia
mainland and islands
Thaw Collection, Fenimore Art Museum,
Cooperstown, N.Y. T0177
Photograph by John Bigelow Taylor

Comments by Eugene V. Thaw

I

Horse Mask, ca. 1875-1900
Nez Perce, (Nimi’ipuu), Idaho, Oregon, or
eastern Washington
Thaw Collection, Fenimore Art Museum,
Cooperstown, N.Y. T0097
Photograph by John Bigelow Taylor

I was grateful to read what Mac Grimmer had to say about the role I played
for a few years, back in the 90’s, as a collector of American Indian Art.

I was lucky to meet expert dealers like Mac and to have an old friendship
with Ted Coe, the collector and retired museum director who curated the
great Sacred Circles exhibition in 1976. The catalogue of that show is, I think,
still the “bible” for serious collectors of this material.
At the time I got going, Santa Fe where I had retired to was probably the
center of the Native Arts market for the whole country, supplemented
by regular major auctions at Sotheby’s and Christies both in New York
and London. It was an exciting time for a collector learning a new field of
interest.

My approach to this Indian material was to stress the quality of the objects
as “works of art,” not artifacts. The aesthetic impact was my focus and, of
course I looked eagerly for early and historic examples. I was helped enormously
and learned a lot from friendly, helpful and patient dealers, many of whom have
become good friends.

The architecture and the installation of the objects at Fenimore Art Museum in
Cooperstown, NY has worn well and still retains, I am told, its fresh look and its clarity.
A major loan show is now at Indianapolis, its last stop after Cleveland, Minneapolis and
Dallas, having drawn more than 150,000 visitors.

All in all, my adventure with American Indian art has been a gratifying experience and
further proof that “quality” is a universal concept no different in judging a hide painting
or a Monet.
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I am grateful to be cited by ATADA for my collecting activities, although
starting at the right time and place gave me a head start.
Good wishes to all your members.
--Eugene V. Thaw

About the Eugene & Clare Thaw Collection of American Indian
Art from www.tfaoi.com, the website of the Traditional Fine Arts
Organization:
“Fenimore Art Museum drew considerable attention in the art world in
1993 with the announcement that Eugene and Clare Thaw promised the
museum their collection of North American Indian art. The Thaw Collection
contains numerous masterpieces and is one of the finest private collections
amassed in recent years. With this addition, the range of American art at
the museum increased dramatically to include artistic achievements on the
North American continent from 200 B.C. to the present.

“The Thaws began collecting North American Indian art in 1987. They
initially started with an interest in Indian art that incorporated the
image of the American flag, but soon focused upon the larger goal of
acquiring a comprehensive collection. With a background in European art, the
Thaws drew upon their past experience and acquired Indian objects as art, not
as anthropological specimens. Their interest was and remains aesthetic quality.
Today, this acclaimed collection now numbers over 800 objects and continues
to grow with the addition of exceptional pieces that enrich our understanding of
North American Indian art.”

Eugene Thaw; Eva Fognell, curator of the
Thaw Collection of American Indian Art;
Paul D’Ambrosio, Director of New York
State Historical Association and the Farmers
Museum , Photo by Richard Walker
The Totem pole was commissioned by Mr.
Thaw from the artist Reg Davidson, Haida,
from Queen Charlotte Island. It was installed
in front of the Fenimore Art Museum in May
2010. The pole tells the story of the “Raven
Stealing the Beaver’s Lodge”

About the Collection from www.fenimoreartmuseum.org
“In 1995, the Fenimore Art Museum embarked upon a new era with the
addition of a spectacular new American Indian Wing designed to house
the extraordinary gift from Eugene and Clare Thaw of their collection of
American Indian Art. The collection has continued to grow as new objects
are added by the Thaws and other donors, and today numbers almost 850
objects. Each new object reaffirms the Thaws’ commitment to the beauty
and artistry of American Indian art, and thus strengthens the philosophical
foundation of the collection: that the aesthetic power of American Indian
art is equivalent to that from any culture.
“The collection is representative of a broad geographic range of North
American Indian cultures including: Northwest Coast, Woodlands, Plains,
Southwest, Arctic, California, and Great Basin regions.
“The collection can be seen in changing galleries and in the Study Center,
an open storage space. Since acquiring the Thaw collection, Fenimore
Art Museum has reached new audiences by touring exhibitions, hosting
symposiums, publishing new research, and collaborating with American
Indian curators and specialists for Museum programs and exhibitions.”

Woman’s Dress, ca. 1850
Nez Perce, (Nimi’ipuu), Idaho, Oregon or
eastern Washington
Thaw Collection, Fenimore Art Museum,
Cooperstown, N.Y. T0096
Photograph by John Bigelow Taylor
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“Thaw Collections Are Majestic Lessons In Connoisseurship”:
Hilton Kramer, New York Observer, October 28, 2002

Moccasins, 1847-1853
Huron (Wendat), Quebec
Thaw Collection, Fenimore Art Museum,
Cooperstown, N.Y. T0038a-b
Photograph by John Bigelow Taylor

“…The good news, however, is that connoisseurship is alive and
flourishing elsewhere-most conspicuously among independent
collectors, who, through patient study and analysis of the specific
objects that interest them, have proven again and again to be fully
capable of distinguishing aesthetic quality from its absence. These
independent collectors are the unsung heroes and heroines of the
art world, and not only because of their exemplary judgment, but
also because they remain the principal donors of great works of
art to our museums.

“I have been vividly reminded of all this once again by two
current exhibitions: The Thaw Collection: Master Drawings and
Oil Sketches, Acquisitions Since 1994 at the Morgan Library, and
Nomadic Art of the Eastern Eurasian Steppes at the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
From the collections of drawings that have been assembled by Eugene and Clare
Thaw since the 1950′s and donated in stages to the Morgan Library, we have
come to expect both top quality and remarkable scope, and the latest survey of their
acquisitions adds something new: some 49 oil sketches on paper and canvas dating from
the 18th and 19th centuries…
“… The sheer scope of the Thaws’ artistic interests has long been recognized in the art
world; Mr. Thaw is also a recognized authority on the work of Jackson Pollock…

“… One of these days, when training in connoisseurship is restored to its rightful position
in the academic study of art history, collectors like Eugene
and Clare Thaw and institutions like the Morgan Library and
the Metropolitan Museum will be remembered for upholding
appropriate standards…”
From the Morgan Library & Museum website, www.
themorgan.org
“Eugene V. Thaw is well known in the international art world for
his activities as an art dealer, collector, and author.

Woman’s Dance Manta, ca. 1915-1935
Hopi, Arizona
Thaw Collection, Fenimore Art Museum,
Cooperstown, N.Y. T0108
Photograph by John Bigelow Taylor

“Mr. Thaw received his B.A. from St. John’s College in Annapolis
and enrolled in the graduate program in art history at Columbia
University for two years before leaving to become an art dealer
in 1950, at the remarkably young age of twenty-three, when he
founded E.V. Thaw & Co. A founding member of the Art Dealers
Association of America, Mr. Thaw has served on the association’s board since 1964
and served as president from 1970 to 1972.

“A critic of old master and modern art alike, Mr. Thaw has written numerous
articles on aspects of art and art criticism that have appeared in The New York
Review of Books, The Times of London, The New Criterion, The New Republic, and The
New York Times Book Review, among other publications.

“Mr. Thaw’s formal association with The Morgan Library & Museum began in 1968, when
he was elected to the Morgan’s Association of Fellows. Since 1988, he has been a member
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of the Board of Trustees. Over the years, he has given more than ninety-five drawings
to the Morgan, including a recent gift of fourteen sheets by such artists as Rembrandt
and Picasso and a group of twenty letters written and illustrated by Vincent van Gogh.
In 1991, Thaw made possible the dedication of the Morgan’s Clare Eddy Thaw Gallery,
and with a generous gift in 1999 he transformed the Morgan’s conservation lab into the
world-class Thaw Conservation Center…
“… Eugene Thaw is also an active board member of many other cultural and
education institutions throughout the United States and abroad. In 2003 he
received the prestigious Hadrian Award from the World Monuments Fund
in recognition of his work in advancing the preservation of world art and
architecture.”
From “Why Art Matters,”a May 2006 Architectural Digest Stephen M.L.
Aronson interview with Eugene V. Thaw
Aronson: “When you accepted the prestigious Hadrian award a couple of
years ago from the world monuments fund, for your exemplary support of
the arts, you made an impassioned appeal to those who had gathered to
honor you. ‘Do not forget the hand of the artist in these days of computer
art, video art, minimalism, multiples and the rest,’ you said. ‘The touch of a
great artist on paper, canvas, wood, or stone is a miracle of humanity which I
hope will not be totally lost in the strange new world we are entering.’ ”
Thaw: “I said it then, and I’d say it again today.”
From David Patrick Columbia‘s November 6, 2003 New York Social
Diary story on the Hadrian Award, given by the World Monuments
Fund.

“…This year the Hadrian Award went to Eugene V. Thaw for his contribution to the worlds
of art and architecture which has enriched many institutions (and lives) here and abroad.
Mr. Thaw has had what appears to be a charmed life, as an art and antiques dealer,
collector and benefactor of the arts.
“His interests have associated him with the adobe architecture of New Mexico, the Great
Court of the British Museum, the J. Pierpont Morgan Library, the Fenimore Art Museum,
the Met, MoMA, the (Jackson) Pollock-(Lee) Krasner Foundation to the Glimmerglass
Opera Company in Cooperstown. Mr. Thaw and his devoted and supportive wife Clare
has made many gifts to these and all kinds of institutions in his care and promotion of
cultural heritage...
“…Mr. Thaw, who is one of those men who has had the good fortune to always love
his work, love the people he’s worked with, and whenever possible was helpful to his
friends….

“…He does indeed seem like one of those men whose lives have winnowed like great
wine and reflects a kind of joy of life; not necessarily free from care but blessed with the
pleasure of the beauty and wonder of it all…”
From Apollo magazine, on naming Eugene V. Thaw, “a distinguished dealer as
well as a major collector, [who] has immeasurably enriched the Morgan Library

www.ATADA.org
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& Museum, New York, with his gifts,” its Personality of the Year,
November 24, 2008
“…Next month, the fifth exhibition of his drawings opens at the Morgan.
‘That’s the last!’, he exclaims. ‘The prices in the art world have gotten so
insane.’

“Cara Denison, Curator of Drawings and Prints at the Morgan, who has
worked there since 1969, doubts it. ‘He says “this is the last thing,” and
along comes another piece. He picks these things himself, loves the
finding. He’ll call and tell us what he’s thinking of buying, asking for our
support but he’s already made up his mind. It’s wonderful, wonderful!
There’s nobody like him.’

War Club, ca. 1620-1680
Eastern Woodlands
Thaw Collection, Fenimore Art Museum,
Cooperstown, N.Y. T0794
Photograph by Richard Walker

“Their relationship is ideally symbiotic. ‘His taste and ours are similar’,
says Mrs Denison. ‘Gene is a passionate collector. He has superb taste
and a real feeling, he’s terribly emotional about it, feels it very deeply
when he buys something. You don’t see that very much in a collector
nowadays. He’s totally involved, so he finds links to another field and
starts collecting that.’ Indeed, Mr. Thaw’s collections range from Native
American art to oil sketches…and Merovingian metalwork. He has also
smoothed the path for other gifts to the Library, such as items from
the Pierre Matisse Gallery and Janos Scholz’s collection of drawings.
Mrs Denison sums up Mr Thaw’s 40-year involvement with her
department: ‘We already had a fine holding but now it’s twice as good,
if that’s possible…’

“… in his Santa Fe living room, Mr Thaw puts his theories into the context of his
own collecting. ‘I seem to have collected in several different areas. When I moved
here I had to collect something, so I bought Native American. I like to learn and the best
way is to handle the pieces, buy it, risk your money on it. Once I know them well I can
give them away because I feel I still possess them. I know every line and colour.’ A specific
purpose directs his selection.
“ ‘I want them to illuminate the field in some way. I have given single objects – I’ve just
given a great marble by Houdon to the Frick – but usually I make a group and then find a
suitable home.’ He pauses. ‘Collecting is making some sort of truth.’ ”
Eugene Thaw has selected The Ostego Institute as the recipient of his Lifetime
Achievement award donation.
The Otsego Institute, a professional development workshop that draws young professionals
and distinguished faculty members from the disciplines of art history, ethno history, and
archaeology from around the world to explore key issues and methods for the study of
Native North American art history.
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Looking Back:

The 2012 ATADA Lifetime Achievement Awards

The 2007 ATADA Lifetime Achievement Awards

As they did five years ago and do today, the ATADA Lifetime Achievement Awards
recognize and celebrate the outstanding accomplishments and contributions of people
whose work has been both groundbreaking and instrumental to the fields of American
Indian and Tribal art.
The 2007 honorees were:

Quintus & Mary Herron, who have given their tribal art collection to Idabell, OK,
through the Herron Foundation

Warren Robbins, who founded what has become the National Museum of African Art
American Indian art collector/dealer Martha Hopkins Struever
Archeologist Stuart Sturever

Scholars John and Anne Summerfield, who donated their collection of Minagkabau
textiles (Sumatra, Indonesia) to the Fowler Museum of Cultural History at UCLA.
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Memo to Passionate Collectors: Join ATADA
ATADA has always welcomed collectors as active members.
Associates -- a special membership for collectors -- receive the ATADA News four
times a year. The magazine’s stories and images are a passport to the vibrant
world of Tribal and American Indian art, tracking issues affecting our markets.
Dealers and collectors are profiled in every issue.
Associates are eligible to purchase discounted members-only group insurance
for their home collections. Associates are invited to join and chair
ATADA committees.
To join: access www.atada.org and click on ‘Join ATADA Now.’

A Subscription to the
ATADA News:
Perfect for Collectors
Great Art!

Give your collector friends and family members a
passport to the world of American Indian and Tribal art –
a year-long subscription to the ATADA News.

News Affecting Dealers
Collectors & Museums!

Introduce your children and grandchildren to ATADA
-- the dealers and collectors who buy, sell, and collect
what you collect, plus current news from the art world -by giving them an ATADA News gift subscription.

Members-Only Insurance!

In every issue, the ATADA News features up-close and
personal stories on our Full members and Associates,
coverage of ATADA meetings and panel discussions, a

An all-access pass to
the vibrant world of
Tribal art!

calendar of shows, exhibits, etc., excerpts from stories of
interest to our membership from print and online media
sources, and more.
Year-long subscriptions cost $20 including mailing. To
subscribe, please send the name and address of the
recipient and a check for $20 to:
ATADA
215 Sierra SE
Albuquerque, NM 87108

ATADA
Antique Tribal Art Dealers Association www.atada.org

ATADA FOUNDATION
12/31/11

Donations received:
!
!
!
!

ATADA Association !.......................................... 7,000.00!
Collectors Guide !..............................................
213.00
Donations / Other !............................................ 2,800.00
Tapes !..............................................................
300.00

!

!

!

!

$10,313.00

Donations Made:
!
!
!

CIAC !............................................................... <500.00>
TEWA !.............................................................. <1,000.00>
Nakota Horse Cow? !........................................ <1,000.00>

!

!

!

!

Cash Flow !............................................

!

$<2,500.00>

!

$7,813.00

Less:! Expenses
!
!

Accounting !............................... 437.57
State Public Reg (Filing Fee) !... 10.00

!

!

!

!

<447.57>

!

!

!

!

7,365.43

Plus:! Interest Income !.................................................
!

IRS Refund!.........................................................

!

!

!

!

61.97

!

!

Net Cash Flow!...............................

!

$7,427.40

!
!

Statement Balance 12/31/11 !........................ $16,524.62
Checkbook Balance 12/31/11 !....................... $16,524.62

Robert V. Gallegos, Treasurer
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Natalie Linn and Elaine Tucker are regulars at the Marin and Whitehawk
shows and can be counted on for gorgeous displays of desirable baskets.
Their partnership began with a shared love for Indian baskets, and their
business is a success, not only because of the baskets they offer, but
because of their trusting friendship.

N

atalie Linn has collected and studied
American Indian basketry for over 38
years. She has served as a basketry
consultant and appraiser for PBS’ Antique
Roadshow, and appeared as a consultant on
the PBS show History Detectives. She also
serves as an appraiser and consultant for
the major auction houses and art museums
in the country, and has taught an art history
class at Portland State University.

B.I.A (Before Indian Art), Natalie was a
teacher of fourth and fifth graders. She
has her Bachelor of Arts degree from University of California at Berkeley and
her MALS from Reed College in Portland, Oregon. Her thesis was entitled “The
Artistry of American Indian Basketry”.

When she and her former husband bought a house in Portland (where Natalie
was born and raised), she says now,” I wanted to decorate it to make it seem
warmer.” Her solution? Indian baskets. She bought her first ‘Native American’
basket 39 years ago for five dollars in an antiques shop and later “ I found out
it wasn’t Native American at all, but made from raffia.” She took it back to the
shop, still wanting to decorate with Indian baskets. “But I swore I’d never be
taken again.”
She started reading everything she could find and continued her education
by buying baskets. “I had a collection of cut glass that I sold for money to buy
baskets. I started going to auctions, outbidding people to get what I wanted.
People noticed, and started approaching me.” People seemed to like my taste.
Both collectors and dealers noticed. Within two years of buying the five dollar
raffia basket, Natalie was setting up at shows, selling to collectors and dealers
who admired her taste.

Natalie Linn
Elaine Tucker

private collections. I sold baskets out of my
own collection, and soon, lecturing about
baskets and buying and selling baskets
became a full time job. My two children
used to say I thought more about baskets
than about them. I have never had a hard
time selling what I’ve collected in my house.
In fact, I get offers for more than the baskets
are worth.” And then, as she puts it, “Elaine
came on the scene.”
At that time, Elaine says now, “I knew
nothing about Native American basketry.”
She has a Bachelors of Art degree in
Education from Washington University in
St. Louis, and was a special ed/physical

Tubatulabal ex fine bottleneck, California ca1880

“My name got out. I would bid for collectors at auctions and helped build
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ed. teacher. “My specialty was teaching cerebral palsy kids
to swim and I soon had a big enough following that their
brothers and sisters wanted to learn also. I opened my
own swimming school and worked from April 1st through
September 1st.”
Elaine was in Portland visiting
family, “when my husband’s
Aunt, who knew I loved art,
said you should really see
this lady’s Indian baskets. As
my family still reminds me,
my reply was, ‘What kind of
art is that -- you put bread in
baskets. My aunt just smiled
and made an appointment with
Natalie. Natalie picked me up,
and I fell madly in love with the
baskets !”

been producing their own Seattle show and they continue to
exhibit in Marin, Santa Fe and St. Louis.

Elaine: “We were soul mates from the moment we met.”

Elaine: “I told her I heard some celebrities would be
attending and maybe they’d buy baskets”.

They send out a newsletter to 350 “friends/clients” twice
a year that is filled with anything in the Native American
field: special exhibits,
recommendations for
publications, show schedules,
and general information on
particular baskets or tribes.
At one point, Elaine suggested
discontinuing the newsletter
thinking no one really read
it. Natalie bet an expensive
dinner that their readers would
ask them to keep publishing if
polled.

“She won the bet and picked
Natalie: “When Elaine came to
a very expensive restaurant,”
the house, she sat down on the
Elaine says.
floor near a basket and asked
if she could hold it. She was
Early in their partnership,
Rare negative Montgomery Creek Modoc bow, ca 1930 made by Mrs. Kline
totally taken with the baskets.
Elaine talked Natalie into
Three hours later, we found out
exhibiting at a show in
we had a lot in common and were even born on the same day,
Nashville. Natalie didn’t like the idea, especially when she
same year.”
found out it was held at the horse fairgrounds.
Following the well-trod route of the newly-enamored, Elaine
went to museums and read
everything she could find about
baskets and Native American
art. “Without Natalie’s help,”
she says, “I wouldn’t know half
what I know today.”
Elaine also started attending
shows. “I was a visitor at my
first show in Santa Fe. I bought
my first basket there, a Pomo
basket, from Jerry Weisberg. I
kept it in my hands the whole
time I was at the show.”

Natalie: “I stepped in a pile of
manure in Nashville. You owe
me big time.
“Ask if we made money,” said
Elaine.
“We made money,” Natalie
admitted.

“We are the perfect match as
business partners,” Natalie
says.
“We’ve never had an argument.
We won’t argue over money, a
basket, or anything.” And we’ve
always agreed to treat people
as we would want to be treated
and operated on the theory
that one will never go broke
making a small profit.”

The two women decided to
become business partners and
formed Linn-Tucker Indian
Tubatulabal bottleneck, California ca 1905… butterfly motif… quail topknots
Baskets. They exhibited at
around shoulder
national shows and the pair
even developed a Chicago
show, which Elaine managed for 6 years. Elaine also ran the
St. Louis Gateway Indian Art show for many years. “Managing
“It’s the best thing in the world to be business partners with
shows is the quickest way to meet other dealers and learn the your best friend,” Elaine says. “I organize the paper work, set
business,” Elaine said. For the last 11 years, Linn-Tucker has
up the booths. Natalie is the procurer and educator. Her job is
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And speaking of goose bumps, “At the last Marin show,”
Elaine says, “we both ended up crying because a sale made
us so happy. A young man was looking at the baskets in our
booth and picked out two, which cost $85 and $65 (we have
something for everyone). He asked if we had anything else in
that price range. I showed him a basket that cost $145, which
he loved, but he only had $100. He said he was a dishwasher,
and it had taken a while to save the $100. Natalie and I looked
at each other, and I asked him if this was his first basket. Yes,
he told us, he had been saving for it. We sold it to him for $95,
and he started to cry. We lost ,money, but who cares. He said
he’s now saving for basket #2.”

Apache polychrome ex fine large tray, Arizona ca 1900…
squash design formed by positive design elements.

to find baskets people will love.

“I am the tail of the dog,” explains Elaine. “Natalie has more
basket knowledge in that little body then anyone could
imagine and when she is referred to, as she is by many of our
friends/clients, as ‘the top dog in baskets,’ I am happy to just
wag my tail.”

Natalie says she loves all forms of Native American art, and
has many examples displayed in her home, but collects only
baskets and bags. “I love the form,” she explains. “I loved
sculpture – I’m a very tactile person. I love baskets because
I can feel the material, the coiling or twining. I stop and feel
baskets in my house as I walk by them.” I never tire of looking
at them!”

When asked what she likes best about selling baskets, Elaine
answers, “Getting to meet so many people. Many of our
clients have become friends and whether they continue to buy
or not, they will always be our friends.”

“Knowledge has many definitions” says Natalie. “I am not a
scholar at all, but I am a connoisseur, and I can train people’s
eyes. I have given a course in developing one’s eye – what
to look for, how to judge, what makes a basket good, what
is good Art. I may not be able to say which one of 22 tribes
of Pomos wove a specific basket, but I do know if it’s a good
basket and what that basket is worth.”

Of course, by now, Elaine has her own private collection of
baskets. “After ten years in the business, my husband and
I decided to remodel my 55-year-old house to show off my
Indian baskets and my husband’s parfleche collection. We
added adobe to our brick, made arches in the doorways , built
a kiva and now have a showplace for the baskets. Our house
was featured in a two- page article in the St. Louis PostDispatch, which called our house a bit of the Southwest in the
middle of the Midwest.

“I never look at my beautiful baskets without imagining the
weaver,” Elaine continues. “The pattern was only in her mind,
she was working and living under the worst circumstances
and she wove a piece of Art. I get goose bumps thinking about
it. That’s why I love and have baskets.”

Yavapai figural olla, ca 1900 with negative and positive design fields enclosing
anthropomorphic and zoomorphic figures.
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The challenge? “Finding baskets to sell,” answers Natalie.
“We are at the point that often we are selling baskets out of
our private collections.”
“That was not true ten years ago,” says Elaine.

“When someone comes to my house,” Natalie says, “and says
‘I have to have it,’ they usually offer a price far above what I
would have thought the basket was worth. I even tell them
this but when they see it and they want it, there’s no limits!
Occasionally, I have sold that way. And I have to admit,
sometimes I’ve bought this way also.’

Their booth is a magnet for basket collectors at shows. Always
displayed beautifully and always with the price of the basket
clearly shown, collectors can peruse privately or ask for help.
Natalie talks about a man who window-shopped at their
booth for 15 years, but never bought anything. “We always
wondered why he spent so much time in our booth looking
at baskets and prices. We knew he loved baskets but he never
bought. When he died this past year, we were told by his son
that his father hadn’t bought a basket in the last 15 years but
after observation, wanted his collection to be sold by “the
girls.”
Linn-Tucker Indian Baskets promotes their business through
their newsletter and website (linntuckerindianbaskets.com),
but the best promotion, Natalie says, “is to be
honest and treat people fairly. People find us
through word of mouth.”
Is it difficult to be a woman in the American
Indian art world? “It used to be an Old Boys
Club,” says Natalie, “but a woman now wouldn’t
have a problem competing, as long as she knows
her stuff and treats people fairly.”

Elaine agrees. “People in this business are open,
friendly and accepting. There is no prejudice, not
for women, not for anyone.” As long as you’ve got
the goods – in this case, baskets, from spectacular
to affordable, the American Indian art world is
terrific.

Panamint fine bottleneck, Darwin area, California, ca 1935,
made by Mary Wrinkle one of the finest weavers from this area.
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Calendar of Events
Please note: not all dates and events information for 2012 is
readily available. This is noted on a listing as “event and dates
to be confirmed” by the estimated/projected date of the event.
_______________________________________________________________________
January 29 - February 12, 2012, Tucson, Arizona
American Indian Exposition 150 Tribal Nations, 14 days. The
finest collection of American Indian Art, arts and crafts, and
food directly from the Native American artists. an official
event of the Tucson Gem Show. (520) 622-4900, email info@
usaindianinfo.org
_______________________________________________________________________
February 2 - 5, 2012, San Francisco, California
The San Francisco Arts of Pacific Asia Show - February 3 - 5,
2012; Opening preview Thursday, February 2nd, 2012, 7pm
- 10pm benefiting the Education Programs of the Asian Art
Museum Chong-Moon Lee Center for Asian Art and Culture.
Location: Fort Mason Center – Festival Pavilion, Marina
Blvd, San Francisco, CA. For more information, please call
(415)581-3788.
Many ATADA members/dealers historically participate in this
show - come and meet them in person
________________________________________
February 9 - 12, 2012, San Francisco, California
The San Francisco Tribal and Textile Arts Show - February
10 - 12, 2012, Fort Mason Center, Festival Pavilion, Marina
Blvd, San Francisco, CA. 100 International Dealers Exhibiting
Pre-1940 Folk, Textile; Tribal Arts from Around the World;
Opening preview is February 9th to benefit Textiles and
the Art of Africa, Oceania, and the Americas in the de Young
Museum. For more information, please call (310) 455-2886.
Many ATADA members/dealers historically participate in this
show - come and meet them in person!
_______________________________________________________________________
February 10 - 12, 2012, Litchfield Park, Arizona
Wigwam Festival of Fine Art Wigwam Resort, Native
American and Western Art, Native American musicians,
dancers, storytellers and traditional foods. Litchfield Park,
AZ 85340; Daily 10:00a.m. - 5:00p.m. For more information
contact (623) 734-6526
_______________________________________________________________________
February, dd, 2012, Casa Grande, Arizona - dates to be
confirmed
Annual O’Odham Tash Indian Days - Casa Grande’s largest
annual Indian Art event held on February dd - February dd,
2012, Parades, Pow wows, queen’s pageant, Indian bands,
carnival, largest all Indian rodeo, arts & crafts. Call (520) 8364723 for more information.
_______________________________________________________________________
February, 24 - 26, 2012, San Rafael, California
The 28th Marin Show: Art of the Americas by Kim Martindale
will be held in the Marin Civic Center and the Embassy Suites
hotel adjacent to the Civic Center on Saturday and Sunday,
February 25 and 26, 2012. Opening night preview is February
24th. For more information about exhibitors, directions and

more, please visit http://www.marinshow.com/.
Many ATADA members/dealers historically participate in this
show - come and meet them in person!
_______________________________________________________________________
March 3 - 4, 2012, Phoenix, Arizona
The Heard Museum Guild Indian Market is one of the most
prestigious art events in the entire Southwest. On Saturday
March 3 and Sunday March 4, 2012, the Heard Museum Guild
Indian Fair & Market will, for the 54th consecutive year, be
celebrated on the Heard Museum campus on Central Avenue.
More than 700 top American Indian artists including potters,
katsina doll carvers, basket weavers, jewelers, sculptors,
weavers, clothing designers, photographers and painters
and more display a stunning selection of unique fine art for
viewing and purchase. Fair hours are Saturday and Sunday
9:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. To obtain current information, please call
(602) 252-8848
_______________________________________________________________________
March 10, 2012, Prescott, Arizona - event and date to be
confirmed
Smoki Museum Winter Navajo Rug Auction Preview 10
am-12 pm; Auction begins at 1 pm. Over 200 vintage and
contemporary weavings. Consignments for this Navajo Rug
Auction will be accepted at Oggs Hogan from March 2nd to
9th. For more information, please contact Smoki Museum,
147 N Arizona St., Prescott, AZ 86304; phone (928) 445-1230.
_______________________________________________________________________
March dd - dd, 2012, Mesa, Arizona - dates to be
confirmed
Doug Allard’s Big Spring Auction 2012 Info from a website
states the Spring Auction is going to be 1st or 2nd weekend in
March, TBA. Info from 2010: will be held at the The Holiday
Inn Hotel & Suites, 1600 S. Country Club Dr. Mesa, AZ 85210.
Please visit the website at the end of the description to
confirm auction dates and times Example of previous auctions
times - Day 1: Preview reception: 5:00 p.m.; Day 2: Preview:
8:00 a.m. Auction Start: Noon; Day3: Preview: 8:00 am;
Auction Start: 10:00 am. Telephone: (406) 745-0500 or (888)
314-0343 or visit www.allardauctions.com/ and click Auction
Calendar tab for details.
_______________________________________________________________________
March 10 - 11, 2012, Glendale, California
Annual Antiques, Objects & Art L.A. Show and Sale will be
held at The Glendale Civic Auditorium, 1401 N. Verdugo
Rd., Glendale, CA 91208. ( Centrally located in The Greater
Los Angeles Area). Show hours are Saturday, March 10,
10:00am - 6:00pm & Sunday, March 11, 10:00am - 4:00pm.
Admission is $12.00 and good for both days of the show.
A variety of merchandise including American Indian and
ethnographic tribal arts from around the world will be
on display. For more information visit our website at
http://www.antiquesandobjects.com/or email ATADA
members Ted Birbilis and Sandy Raulston at mailto:info@
antiquesandobjects.co
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_______________________________________________________________________
April dd-dd, 2012, Henderson, Nevada - event and date to
be confirmed for 2012
The Twenty-second (in 2010) Invitational Annual Native
American Arts Festival was cancelled in 2011, but normally
held at the Clark County Museum, 1830 South Boulder
Highway, Henderson, Nevada. This is a three-day program
highlighting the history and artistry of Native American arts,
crafts, and cultures. Featured are guest artist demonstrations,
dance and music performances, lectures and films, fry bread,
and a Native American Arts and Crafts Market. For more
information, please call (702) 455-7955.
____________________________________________________________________
April dd-dd, 2012, Santa Fe, New Mexico - event and dates
to be confirmed
IACA Spring Wholesale Market The IACA Spring Wholesale
Market (open to the trade and IACA members) will be held
on April dd-dd, followed by the IACA opening rreception and
Collector’s Market and Book Fair on April dd-dd, (a retail
market open to the public). Both events will be held at the
Santa Fe Convention Center and La Fonda Hotel in Santa Fe,
New Mexico. The Business of Art Seminar will be held on
April dd, from 12:00 pm until 5:00 pm. For more information,
please call (505) 265-9149 or visit Indian Arts and Crafts
Association website.
_______________________________________________________________________
April 26 - 28, 2012, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Annual Gathering of Nations Powwow, Miss Indian World, and
Indian Traders Market ; More than 3,000 dancers compete
in Albuquerque, New Mexico, representing more than 500
tribes from Canada, the United States and Mexico. About
800 participate in the Indian Traders Market that weekend.
Location: at the “Pit”. Phone: (505) 836-2810.
_______________________________________________________________________
May 8 - 13, 2012, Brimfield, Massachusetts
May’s Antique Market hosts over 5000 Antiques and
Collectibles dealers from all over the country in the center
of Brimfield, Massachusetts. Known as the largest outdoor
antiques and collectibles gathering in the world, Brimfield
attracts tens of thousands of dealers and buyers every May,
July and September. http://www.maysbrimfield.com/
_______________________________________________________________________
May 19, 2012, Hubbell Post, Ganado, Arizona
Friends of Hubbell Native American Arts Auction, Spring 2012
Preview 9-11:00 am. Bidding begins 12 noon. Auction helps
indigenous artists to sell their hand made ceramics, katsinas,
Navajo rugs, and other items. Your purchase benefits not only
the artisan, but the park as well. Native American vendors
also offer food, handmade jewelry, musical instruments,
recordings, folk art, and much more. For more information
please call (928) 755-3475.
_______________________________________________________________________
May 26 - 27, 2012, Santa Fe, New Mexico
The Native Treasures Indian Arts Festival is held at Santa Fe
Convention Center May 26-27, 2012, downtown Santa Fe.
Native Treasures: Indian Arts Festival benefits the Museum
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of Indian Arts and Culture; For information, please call (505)
982-6366 ext 112.
_______________________________________________________________________
May 26 - 27, 2012, Flagstaff, Arizona
The Twenty-second Annual Zuni Festival of Arts and Culture
will be hosted by The Museum of Northern Arizona. This
festival is held in partnership with the Ashiwi Awan Museum
and Heritage Center in celebration of the Zuni way of life. For
more information phone: (928) 774-5213.
_______________________________________________________________________
May 26 - 27, 2012, Jemez Pueblo, New Mexico - event and
dates to be confirmed
The Annual Jemez Red Rocks Arts and Crafts Show will be
held at Jemez Pueblo, phone (575) 834-7235 or (575) 8340103 for details. Annual, Memorial Day weekends.
_______________________________________________________________________
June 4, 2012, San Francisco, California
Bonhams’ Fine Native American Art Auction, Location: San
Francisco. Bonhams and Butterfields, 220 San Bruno Avenue,
San Francisco, CA 94103, (415) 861-7500, or (415) 503-3294,
or visit http://www.bonhams.com/, click on Departments
tab, select Native American Art.
_______________________________________________________________________
June 8 - 10, 2012, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Red Earth, America’s Greatest Native American Cultural
Festival, When the 26th annual Red Earth Native American
Cultural Festival is held at the Cox Convention Center June
8, 9 and 10, 2012 in downtown Oklahoma City, more than
1200 American Indian artists and dancers from throughout
North America will gather to celebrate the richness and
diversity of their heritage with the world. For three exciting
days Oklahoma City will be at the center of Native American
art and culture in America. For more information, please call
(405) 427-5228.
Many ATADA members/dealers historically participate in this
festival - come and meet them in person!
_______________________________________________________________________
June dd, 2012, Flagstaff, Arizona - event and date to be
confirmed
Museum of Northern Arizona Navajo rug Auction Location:
The Museum of Northern Arizona Hundreds of gorgeous,
handmade, authentic Navajo weavings go on the auction
block during this fast-paced and fun event! Accepting
Consignments: June dd-dd, 10a-12p, 1p-5p Museum of
Northern Arizona. Public Auction Preview: June dd, 9am-1pm
Museum of Northern Arizona. Auction Begins: June dd, 2 pm
Museum of Northern Arizona. Phone: 928-774-5213
_______________________________________________________________________
June 24, 2012, Taos, New Mexico
Taos Pueblo San Juan Feast Day. Sunrise mass at San
Geronimo church, traditional Corn Dances. No cameras.
Located at Taos Pueblo plaza, Taos, New Mexico.
_______________________________________________________________________
June 22 - 24, 2012, Denver, Colorado
The Cody Old West Show and Auction now in its 23d year
will be held in the Denver Merchandise Mart in 2012. The

Cody Show and Auction will continue to showcase such items
as: rare photographs, vintage posters, advertising, & scarce
historical western artifacts; the finest in Cowboy & Indian
antiques & artifacts, bits and spurs, chaps, firearms, beaded
items; fine western art and decorative items. For more details,
contact: Brian Lebel, Phone: (307) 587-9014 http://www.
codyoldwest.com/, brian@codyoldwest.com.
_______________________________________________________________________
June 30 - July 1, 2012, Flagstaff, Arizona
The 79th Annual Hopi Festival of Arts and Culture will be
hosted by The Museum of Northern Arizona. The MNA Hopi
festival was started by museum founders Harold and MaryRussell Ferrell Colton in an effort to encourage the survival
of Hopi arts and crafts. Please contact museum for further
information at (928) 774-5213.
_______________________________________________________________________
July 10 - 15, 2012, Brimfield, Massachusetts
Brimfield Antique Market hosts Antiques and Collectibles
dealers in the center of Brimfield, Massachusetts. Known as
the largest outdoor antiques and collectibles gathering in the
world, Brimfield attracts tens of thousands of dealers and
buyers every May, July and September.
_______________________________________________________________________
July 13 - 15, 2012, Taos, New Mexico
27th Annual Taos Pueblo Pow Wow gathering of Indian
Nations at Taos Pueblo. Competition dancing, drumming,
Native American food and arts and craft booths. Location:
Taos Pueblo Pow Wow Ground, Taos, New Mexico. For more
information, please call (575) 758-1028
_______________________________________________________________________
July 25 - 26, 2012, Taos, New Mexico
Taos Pueblo Feast Days of Santiago and Santa Ana. Saints’
days celebrated with traditional Corn Dances on the plaza. No
cameras. Location: Taos Pueblo, Taos, New Mexico.
_______________________________________________________________________
July 28 - 29, 2012, Eagle Nest, New Mexico - event and
dates to be confirmed
The High Country Arts and Crafts Festival - Last weekend in
July. Enjoy Americana and Native American Arts and Crafts
in the mountains of New Mexico. Blue skies, food booths and
events for children. Phone: (575) 377-2420
_______________________________________________________________________
August 3 - 5, 2012, Albuquerque, New Mexico
The Great Southwestern Antique Show, at the LUJAN
BUILDING AT EXPO NEW MEXICO (STATE FAIRGROUNDS).
Early entry is Friday, August 3d from 2 pm to 7 pm, General
admission 9 am - 5 pm, Saturday, August 4th; The show
hours are 10a.m. to 4p.m. Sunday, August 5th. Two-day
passes available. Please contact Terry Schurmeier at (505)
255-4054, e-mail: cowgirls@rt66.com, web site http://www.
cowboysandindiansnm.com/ for information and special
hotel rates.
Many ATADA members/dealers historically participate in this
show - come and meet them in person!
_

______________________________________________________________________
August 4 - 5, 2012, Flagstaff, Arizona
The 63d Annual Navajo Festival of Arts and Culture will
be hosted by The Museum of Northern Arizona Heritage
Program. An authentic presentation of the Navajo “Beauty
Way” philosophy of living in harmony is offered by more than
55 Navajo artists, storytellers and cultural interpreters from
many clans. Please contact museum for further information,
(928) 774-5213.
_______________________________________________________________________
August 8 - 12, 2012, Red Rocks State Park, Gallup, New
Mexico - to be confirmed
The 90th Annual Inter-Tribal Ceremonial (second week in
August, Wed - Sun) will be held at Red Rock State Park, Gallup,
New Mexico. Please call (505) 863-3896 for details after
about June 1, 2012. More than 30 tribes throughout the US
travel to Gallup for this annual event.
_______________________________________________________________________
August 9 - 11, 2012, Santa Fe, New Mexico
29th Annual Antique Ethnographic Art Show Ethnographic
and tribal art from around the world. Over 100 dealers.
Preview Gala: Thursday, August 9, 6:00 – 9:00pm. General
Admission: Friday, August 10. 10:00am – 6:00pm; Saturday,
August 11, 10:00 am - 5:00pm. Preview tickets are $75.00,
show $10.00, and all tickets available at the door, cash and
checks only. For information e-mail mailto:whitehawk02@
hotmail.com, phone (505) 992-8929 or visit the website at
http://www.whitehawkshows.com/ for updates.
Many ATADA members/dealers historically participate in this
show - come and meet them in person!
_______________________________________________________________________
August 11 - 19, 2012, Santa Fe, New Mexico
The Santa Fe Show: Objects of Art at El Museo Cultural de
Santa Fe from August 11 to August 19, 2012, covering two
weekends. There will be a break when building will be closed
to the public, but available for private exhibitor showings. The
show will include Asian, Fine Art, Furniture, Indian, Jewelry,
Modernism, Textiles, Tribal and Objects of Art from many
centuries, countries and cultures, all to be presented with an
artful estheticism. For more information, please contact John
Morris or Kim Martindale at (310) 456-2120 and (310) 8229145 or visit http://www.thesantafeshow.com/
Many ATADA members/dealers historically participate in this
show - come and meet them in person!
_______________________________________________________________________
August dd, 2012, Santa Fe, New Mexico - event and dates
to be confirmed
Doug Allard’s Best of Santa Fe Auction, 2012 will be held at
Scottish Rite Hall, 463 Paseo de Peralta, in Santa Fe, NM; For
more information, please call (888) 314-0343 or e-mail info@
allardauctions.com
_______________________________________________________________________
August 12 - 14, 2012, Santa Fe, New Mexico
The 34th Annual Invitational Antique Indian Art Show. Oldest
and largest antique event if its type in the world. Location
- Santa Fe Community Convention Center. The Whitehawk
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Indian Art show Preview Opening: Sunday, August 12, 6:009:00pm. General Admission: Monday August 13, 10:00am
– 5:00pm; Tuesday, August 14, 10:00 am - 5:00 pm. Preview
tickets are $75.00, show $10.00, and all tickets available
at the door, cash and checks only. For information e-mail
whitehawk02@hotmail.com, phone (505) 992-8929 or
visit the website at http://www.whitehawkshows.com/ for
updates.
Many ATADA members/dealers historically participate in this
show - come and meet them in person!
_______________________________________________________________________
August 13 - 17, 2012, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Numerous gallery openings and shows related to Santa Fe
Indian market will be h a Fe, New Mexico - event and date
to be confirmed
Annual ATADA General Meeting: Santa Fe Convention Center,
8 - 10 am. Members and friends are welcome!
_______________________________________________________________________
August dd-dd, 2012, Santa Fe, New Mexico - event and
dates to be confirmed
The 37th Wheelwright Museum Annual Silent Auction and
Live Auction Preview Party will be held Thursday, August
dd 4:00-6:00pm, and the Collector’s Table and Live Auction
of American Indian Arts and Crafts will be held on Friday,
August dd.
_______________________________________________________________________
August 18 - 19, 2012, Santa Fe, New Mexico
The Santa Fe Indian Market is the preeminent Native arts
market in the world; it simultaneously embraces the past,
present and future of Indian Arts. There is simply no other
time and place in the Native arts world where the impact
and influence of Native culture and identity is reinforced,
reestablished and reinvented. The Indian Market features
visual arts, literature, film, music, culinary arts, symposiums
and much more. The Santa Fe Indian Market hosts over 1100
artists from 100 tribes and is the largest cultural event in New
Mexico, attracting 100,000 visitors per year.
Indian market is held on the Plaza in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
http://www.santafeindianmarket.com/
_______________________________________________________________________
August 23 - 26, 2012, Baltimore, Maryland
The Baltimore Summer Antiques Show is the largest
summer antiques show in the U.S.A., Now in its 32nd year,
550 International Dealers, 70 Dealer Antiquarian Book Fair.
Held at the Baltimore Convention Center, Downtown at the
Inner Harbor, One West Pratt Street. 2 main entrances: West
Pratt Street Lobby, Charles Street Lobby. Tickets: $12.00;
Good for all show days. For more information call the Palm
Beach Show Group at (561) 822-5440 or visit http://www.
baltimoresummerantiques.com/
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New and Notable Books
Hudson’s Bay Company, Assouline, 2011, edited and written
by two Canadian historians with a foreword by Vanity
Fair editor Graydon Carter (born in Toronto and raised in
Ottawa, who calls the Point Blanket “a link to my past, my
madeleine”). The book, pleasantly short on text, is long on
gorgeous color pictures of Mounties, Indians, sailing ships,
Point Blankets, 19th century forts and outposts, and vintage
and contemporary HBC print advertisements.

Media
File

Links to recent newspaper, magazine and Internet
articles of interest to the Membership. All opinions are
those of the writers of the stories and of the people who
are quoted, not of ATADA. Members are encouraged to
submit press clippings or e-mail links for publication
in the next ATADA News. (These links were viable at
the time we went to press, but may subsequently get
removed or relocated.)
“Conquistador Was Deep in U.S.: ‘Stunning’ Jewelry
Find Suggests” was the headline in the National
Geographic Daily News, November 1, 2011. The
sub-head: “ ‘Surprise’ could redraw map of 1500s
Spanish expedition” Full story at http://news.
nationalgeographic.com/news/2011/11/111101conquistador-america-de-soto-science-spanish-glass/
			

…

“Arrowhead Dig Lands Man in Federal Court” was
the headline for a story in the Charleston (WV)
Daily Mail. For the complete story, see http://www.
dailymail.com/policebrfs/201111030129

…

			

Blanding High School Teacher Sentenced to
Probation in Artifacts Case” was the headline for
Melinda Rogers’ story in the Salt Lake City Tribune
on November 18, 2001. See the complete story at
http://www.sltrib.com/sltrib/news/52947422-78/lacyartifacts-court-blanding.html.csp?page=1.

…

			

“A Song For The Horse Nation” Exhibit at the
National Museum of the American Indian” was
reviewed in Indian Country Today by Jordan
Wright on November 28. Read more at http://
indiancountrytodaymedianetwork.com/2011/11/26/asong-for-the-horse-nation-exhibit-at-the-nationalmuseum-of-the-american-indian-63505#ixzz1f0nvyeVv
			
			

…

			

From the Columbus Indiana Republic, an AP story
published December 5, had the headline, “Southern
Oregon History group selling Native American
garment, tribal officials object.” Read the full story
from the Medford Mail Tribune and see a picture of
the “exquisite” shirt at http://bit.ly/tq7fNe.

…

			

Indian Country Today’s story, “Book
About Native American Curio Trade Wins
Publication Award,” was staff-written, was posted
on December 8, and may be read in full at http://
indiancountrytodaymedianetwork.com/2011/12/08/
book-about-native-american-curio-trade-winspublication-award-66440#ixzz1fzceguDd.

…

			

“Sacred land — and broken promises: Activist says
Indian remains found here should be reburied
here because ancestral lands are sacred” were
the headline and sub-headline for O. Richard
Pimentel’s story that was published on December
23 in mysanantonio.com. Read more: http://
www.mysanantonio.com/news/news_columnists/o_
ricardo_pimentel/article/Sacred-land-and-brokenpromises-2420703.php#ixzz1hMvorlQp.

…

			

“A Native Culture’s Reach, Both Visual and Emotional”
was the headline of Roberta Smith’s December 22
New York Times review of a “shatteringly beautiful
array of American Indian material, most of it from
the Southwest” at a New York City gallery. Link to
this story at http://www.nytimes.com/2011/12/23/
arts/design/kindred-spirits-at-peter-blum-gallery-insoho.html?_r=1&scp=1&sq=Kindred%20Spirits:%20
Native%20American%20Influences%20on%2020th%20
Century%20Art&st=cse
			

…

		

…

From the Las Vegas Review-Journal posted November
24: “Artifact thieves’ sentences dismay Reno-Sparks
Indian Colony” by Ed Vogel. For the full story see
http://www.lvrj.com/news/artifact-thieves-sentencesdismay-indian-colony-134448713.html?ref=713.
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Last Word:
Wilbur Norman
A Dealer’s Life

“A collection to which there are no new additions
is really dead.”
-- Sigmund Freud
“I must always have an object to love.”
-- Communication from Freud to Carl Jung

I bought my first rare book for a quarter when I was
about 13 years old. It was a small 19th century classics
dictionary. I still have it. With my allowance of a nickel
a week it cost me five weeks of savings. Considering
the cost, my father asked me if I was sure it was what I
wanted. He said I ought to think about it for a week and
then, if I still wanted it, I should buy it. It was a tortuous
week as I began to think that someone would buy the
book before I could return to the shop. At week’s end we
went back and, miracle of miracles, it was still there. I
was supremely happy to buy that little book even though
the price seemed truly exorbitant. I remember nodding
vigorously that, “yes, this is what I want to buy,” when
my father asked on that second weekend. As I counted
out my nickels I did not ask for a discount and none was
proffered.

Through the years, before I left for college, I bought many
items from that dealer. He bought and sold anything
that caught his fancy. Every weekend I went there
with my father who bought books and the occasional
pipe or antique. I would also go with my mother who
redecorated the entire house with her finds, a pair of
wingback chairs in need of reupholstering (bought
separately, months apart!), lamps, a mission-style dining
table with matching chairs and so on. By the time I
entered college I was a confirmed collector. My room
was filled with stamps, coins, books, baseball cards, and
fossils from our Appalachian hills.
After college, ensconced in my first professional job, I
became interested in what kind of life I might have as
a dealer. I was traveling a lot and would always seek
out shops in the cities I visited to see what was on offer.
At some point I suppose I thought of becoming a ‘vest
pocket’ dealer as a way to support my collecting habit. I
quickly found, however, that it is well nigh impossible to
collect what you sell. Customers, understandably, will
believe you are skimming the cream and selling them the
stuff you consider below your standards. Finally, at the
age of twenty-seven, I took the plunge with a business
partner and opened a retail bookshop after making the
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decision not to pursue a job in New York. I reasoned
that if I went to work in the Big Apple I would settle
in comfortably and never attempt anything else; it can
be hard to leave the comfort of the known life. I also
thought that if I failed at dealing – and how could I as a
young master of the universe? I was still young enough
to retreat to my professional training. In very little time
I made the leap from handsomely employed, moderate
collector to neophyte dealer and factotum; that is, from
buyer to seller.

The dealer lies at the convergence, the intersection
if you will, of two traditions: art appreciation and
merchandising, i.e. connoisseurship and the flogging of
one’s stock-in-trade. The balancing act required between
the two makes for a life of pleasure and pain, ecstasy and
despair, as these two sometime fractious entities seek
their respective limelight; first bows for the one, then the
other as they then link hands to share the stage. In the
best of all possible worlds, and in the best dealers, these
‘arts’ gain their necessary balance with more frequency
than predicted by serendipity alone.

But to materially appreciate the item, no pun intended,
one must first acquire it. And that is an art unto itself,
all the more so in these times of best-of-class scarcity.
What dealer has not had his or her chest tighten and
voice crack and rise upon asking to inspect an object of
admiration, anxiously holding tight against the seller
taking note of your increased blood pressure with a
resulting moment-of-avarice price ‘jacking’? It is that
most liminal of mercantile moments followed, hopefully,
by the timeless haggling of the marketplace. Each of
these processes has its own subtleties, its own dance and
the older one gets the more finesse one ought to exhibit
in this pas de deux precedent to one’s right of possession.
The coda to all this rigmarole, this ritual, of course, is the
lament of the seller over parting with a treasured object
as it is wrapped for departure to its new (temporary)
home. Perhaps employees, relatives or onlookers will
gather together as this happens as if in witness to the
passing of this particular baton.

At night in his lodging the dealer may well open the
carefully wrapped package to either admire the new
object or, just as important, see if it really measures up to
that initial adrenaline rush that prompted its purchase.
Ownership is a powerful aphrodisiac, as we all know, and
with many dealers does not diminish with the passing of
time. Age may soften the edges of one’s hunger but not
the appetite. As Proust’s Swann noted, “I say to myself,
rather as Mazarin said of his books, … it will be very
tiresome to have to leave it all.”

Some of us cannot imagine having an occupation other
than as a dealer (or, maybe, collector.) We say, “it’s in our
blood,” certainly a tip of the hat (even if un-attributed)
to Schopenhauer who articulated human intelligence as
the blind servant of the unconscious with much of what
we actually see, in fact, being illusory, a human construct.
Most of us do know, however, that these ideas about the
unconscious were more fully fleshed out by that collector
of artifacts and souls, Sigmund Freud. (The ‘human
construct’ idea, i.e. science is not a mirror, a true thing
in itself, it is a method, was the realm of Mach, an heir of
Kant, and also was explored by Freud.)
The years in the dealer lane have been very good to me,
and to non-dealers the wheeler-dealer life often seems a
‘fantasy’ job. I always used to say to those who entered
my shops fawning over the life I must lead, “Well, it’s
not quite like selling sox and shoes at the department
store, but it does partake of some of the same skills, with
janitorial responsibilities thrown in for good measure.”

Unlike those who wish to enter a life in the trade now, I
was fortunate to start at a time when I was able to meet
many of those star dealers who came to this country as
refugees. They made their names by buying and selling
the extraordinary things that came onto the market with
the close of the Second World War. European economies
were in a shambles and even the rich had to dispose of
family heirlooms to keep afloat. These dealers, often after
a period of gruffness, were unstinting in their earnest
desire to see a newcomer enter and get established in a
time-honored business – though not so well as to actually
challenge their own businesses! I remember once being
outbid at one of the Sotheby’s Honeyman Rare Book sales
in London by the legendary John Fleming who was sitting
several rows ahead of me. It was on a book I desperately
wanted. After the sale I summoned up the courage to ask
him why he had bought that particular book. He said,
matter-of-factly, that he did not know anything about the
book but if I thought it was worth what I was bidding he
could surely get much more [than me] for it. Along with
the gift of having eyes in the back of his head, I am sure
Fleming experienced an inner delight at beating me on
that book no matter that I was a little fish in his big sea.
I was inwardly seething but, along with the big-dealersquashes-little-dealer aspect, I guess it was a backhanded
compliment on my book knowledge. (Another Freud
comes to mind here: Schadenfreude – the secret little
pleasure ones gets from the misfortune of a colleague.)
The life of a dealer is a rich and strange cloth that, while
composed of a thing both hard and true, nevertheless
rests on a bed of unnecessary possessions. We dealers,
of course, like to think our stock-in-trade is necessary

but in our absence life would go on – albeit in a culturally
impoverished state. The peripatetic writer Bruce
Chatwin, in his thought provoking essay The Morality
of Things, wrote that the adoration of things is a sin of
settlement. But even migratory, hunter-gather societies
adorn their elemental possessions. As a species we
are unable to move about our universe without putting
our stamp on our possessions and surroundings – to
beautify them, in point of fact. We see, from those few
items discovered, that even our genetic cousins the
Neanderthals marked their possessions in an elemental
manner. I find it hard to believe that one cave dweller did
not grunt to another a note of approbation upon seeing
his associate’s new set of stone beads. (Envy and trade
must have appeared very early on!)
I enjoy reading Chatwin and agree with him that we
sometimes sacrifice our freedom of action to become
the privileged guardians of things, their imprisoned
slave, nevertheless I would rather modify his comments
as a reference to gadgetry and commercial gloss. I like
to think of myself as a shadchen, a matchmaker. There
is a deep satisfaction in shepherding items to good and
appropriate homes. There is a non-bestowed grace that
comes from leading a life of immersion and engagement
with beautiful things that we ourselves had no hand in
creating (though we may have created a market for it.)
Selling is prose. Appreciation is poetry.

I have had people pooh-pooh my father’s injunction
to wait for a week before I spent my quarter on that
first rare book purchase. “My goodness, it was only a
quarter,” they will often say. What this comment fails to
internalize, however, is that the purchase was five weeks
income! True, the amount is less than the De Beers
engagement ring rule that states, without equivocation,
that the diamond you buy your spouse-to-be ought to cost
at least two months salary, but it was still a lot of money
to me. And, as a percentage of one’s income, it would be a
lot of money for any working person now, as well.
I do stop to reflect before I spend five weeks income on
an item these days, but often do not wait unduly if I can
afford the purchase – or even if I cannot afford it! As I
also learned early on, a collector, or dealer, who won’t
go hungry for a short time in order to buy a great thing,
is no collector or dealer at all. This is especially true
in the current climate of scarcity for great items. The
global economy has depleted indigenous native arts and
life-style the world over at an incredible rate, replacing
it with plastic, T-shirts and rap. I have learned, however,
one important, additional thing since that early, first
purchase. I now know to ask for a discount!
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COTTONE FINE ART & ANTIQUES AUCTION
Saturday, March 24, 11:00am 120 Court St. Geneseo, NY 14454

Rare 17th - 18th Century Double Bear Eﬃgy Feast Bowl

Figured maple with deep rich original patina. (Ht. 4 1/2” x W. 10” x D. 7”)
First time offering from an Upstate NY Museum

Est: $20,000 - $40,000

Featuring over 400 lots from private collections; The Thomas Buechner Estate; The Strong, Rochester, NY;
Rochester Historical Society, Landmark Society of Western NY. Highlights: Paintings: Jules J. Lefebvre, Charles
S. Pearce, Thomas Buttersworth, Picasso Drawing, Charles & Emile Gruppe, W. Aiken Walker, Charles Warren
Eaton, Coleman, Several Audubon, Chagall, Frederick Judd Waugh, Ogden Pleissner, Ronner, etc. Americana:
Fine Needle Works, Rare Forester Tin, etc. Furniture: Wendell Castle, Meeks, etc. Oriental Rugs: Including a
Kashan Pictorial, etc. Native American: 17/18th Cent. Double Bear Effigy Feast Bowl, etc. Art Glass/Pottery:
Tiffany, Steuben, Chihuly, Libensky, etc. Firearms/Civil War, Silver/Sculpture & Decorative: Tiffany Sterling,
Gorham, Frishmuth, Barye Bronze, Coralene Vases, KPM, etc. Estate Jewelry, Asian Items: Bodhisattva,
Porcelain/Hard Wood Screen, Jade, Porcelain, Ivory, etc.

Phone
Phone &
& Absentee
Absentee Bidding
Bidding Arranged.
Arranged.
Free
Color
Catalogs
Available
585.243.1000
Free Color Catalogs Available 585.243.1000 or
or info@cottoneauctions.com
info@cottoneauctions.com

ACCEPTING QUALITY CONSIGNMENTS

COTTONEAUCTIONS.COM

585.243.1000
INFO@COTTONEAUCTIONS.COM

Directory Updates & New Members
ATADA would like to welcome...

Directory Update
Nancye H Briggs
PMB 1212
5109 82nd Street # 7
Lubbock TX 79424-3000
(806) 241-7154

New Members
Full Members
Erich Erdoes
Buffalo Tracks - Antique Indian Art
924 Paseo de Peralta, Suite #1
Santa Fe, NM 87501
P.O. Box 9241, Santa Fe, NM, 87504
(505) 470-6898
Business (505) 983-6106
buffalotracks@qwestoffice.net
Specialty: Antique American Indian Art of the Plains and
Southwest. Plains bead and quillwork a specialty. Related
antique prints, books and ephemera.
Services: appraisals
Appraisal specialty: Plains Indian material.

Associates
Stacey A. Giulianti
3325 Water Oak St
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312
(954) 683-4217
stacey@tribalarthunter.com
Roland B. Lummis
PO Box 6600
Colorado Springs, CO 80934
(719) 633-1339
Greg Roske
114 E Beth Dr
Phoenix, AZ 85042
(602) 705-4770

David and Dee Winston
20651 N. 79th Way
Scottsdale, AZ 85255
dwinston12@cox.net

www.ATADA.org
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What Do You Mean,
I’m Not Covered?!?!

Appeal to the Great Spirit,
Bronze. ©1916-1920
Cyrus Edwin Dallin

Now is not the time to find out your coverage is inadequate. Today’s values
make the right Fine Arts insurance more important than ever. You don’t need
surprises. You need the broadest coverage available at the best possible price; a
company knowlegeable in every detail of Fine Arts insurance; and one that stays
abreast of trends and current market conditions in this highly specialized field.
For information about our exclusive Fine Arts programs for ATADA members,
call Flather & Perkins at (800) 422-8889 or (202) 466-8888.

FLATHER & PERKINS, INC.
Insuring fine homes and prized possessions since 1917

888 17th Street, NW Washington, DC 20006 • (202) 466-8888 • (800) 422-8889
info@flatherperkins.net • www.flatherperkins.net

Robert V. Gallegos
Historic Native American Art

From
Hopi Land
1900 - 1910

215 Sierra Dr. SE, Albuquerque NM 87108 ¥ 505-262-0620 ¥ gallegos@nmia.com
www.gallegoscollection.com

Recent Issues of the ATADA News Now Online
Go to www.ATADA.org and click on ATADA_News
As we go to press, three 2010 issues are available, all in color!
Indexing and more issues to come!

Check out the ATADA web site! www.atada.org

ATADA

82 Madrone Ave.
Larkspur, CA 94939

